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Hello. Welcome to Pillar 3 Love and Significance from the Outcomerun© - Positivity gives you the Edge collection.
Safety first - before we go any further - I highly recommend a visit to your doctor if you been inactive for a
prolonged period of time.

Love
Love is one of the broadest and most talked about subjects in the world. We could be a long time here so we have
teamed it up with Significance to put some parameters on it. Many people might say ‘I Love going for a run’. Others
might say ‘I Love spicy food’. It is very subjective what you Love or to whom your Love is focused upon. Not as many,
however, might say ‘I Love my job’. For most of us mere mortals the majority of our week is spent working and not
out training professionally. This is not a revelation but it is worrying that many of us are not getting the same level of
joy from our jobs.
Love is too often benchmarked with being ‘in Love’ with someone or something! There are people in the world who
consider they have never been in Love and therefore might be tempted to skip this section. Hold your horses – there
is one key message you need to read now in case you do decide to zone out. The first step of being in Love comes
from within. Little more help maybe...? In other words you have to Love yourself before you can Love anyone else.
How can you give something away that you don’t possess? It’s not easy to be logical when it comes to Love but take
a few seconds to read that again and take stock of it in the context of your relationships with people [pause].
Being in Love can give you Significance if it is returned. Loving yourself is therefore vital so you are not overtly reliant
on someone else. Running is an individual sport where you are focused on yourself and what YOU are doing.
Sometimes running has been described as a selfish sport. In this context of Loving yourself, that is great! We already
have the tools at our disposal. We are used to relying on ourselves so therefore Loving ourselves should be an easy
sell. Take this simple mantra and repeat it often ‘I Love myself. I am Significant’ when out running.
Knowing how to Love yourself is very important. Loving oneself is at the very core of Positivity, well-being and
happiness. You cannot enjoy happiness if you are not at peace with yourself. Your relationship with yourself is the
most important one you’ll ever have. It all starts here. Every Loving relationship you have is a mirror of how much
Love you have for yourself. The inability to feel Love for yourself in your day-to-day life can be debilitating. It reduces
the link to heart space which means you are living mostly in head space. This can lead to logical self-sabotage, which
in the case of Love, can manifest as doubt, scepticism and unworthiness. This inner turmoil will continue to torment
you until you reconnect with your heart space. Also by being in this zone you will attract others that share the same
characteristics as you. This is expanded upon in Pillar 4, the Law of Attraction.

Significance
Significance like Love is generally externally based and monitored too closely. Some people rate their Significance on
possessions. My house is bigger than your house – so I’m better than you. Some on job status – I’m on TV, you are
not. Whatever way it is viewed it is relative to how you view your own Significance. Do you recall in Pillar 2 we
mentioned that you really don’t own anything – you borrow it? If this thought doesn’t sit well with you then ask
yourself - am I willing to pay the price for what I want? The price isn’t just down to cash. The price can be many other
things such as time spent away from doing other things, sacrifices and hard work. If you then decide that you are not
willing to pay the price I suggest you agree this with yourself and move on.
In a race you could be looking at other people with the ‘go faster stripes’ on their shoes and automatically think they
are faster than you. Wrong! You don’t know the first thing about them. Playing small will not make you more Loving
or Significant. Thankfully we all have unique needs and desires or it would be a very boring and regimented world.
Significance like Love comes from within. But they are only words if you don’t feel and experience them. If your
energy is concentrated continuously on trying to connect Love and Significance to external objects it weakens your
signal within. Connect with yourself firstly. Realise and enjoy the Significance you bring to the world. Everyone brings
both in their own unique way! Do the exercises to tap into these resources. Return to this exercise as new
opportunities bearing self-Significance appear in your life.

Feeling insignificant is a self-imposed prison. You don’t have to be locked up – you choose to be. Focus on what
makes you who you are not on what you wish to become. The expression ‘Fake it till you make it’ holds little
currency if you want to learn to be yourself. Do I feel Significant because I’m dressed up in the best running clothes
and have a satellite watch or because I beat the guy with all the running ‘bling’? Whatever works for you... It is
subjective. Just like your views on job status. Maybe there are parts of your job or relationships that have brought
you on as a person. There is much more to be learned and gained if you can pour some Love into further aspects of
what you do. Your choice of course...
These are snapshots from the Outcomerun book. Take yourself on the complete and comprehensive journey to
greater Positivity by purchasing the Outcomerun book or attending an Outcomerun Seminar.
The full version of the Outcomerun App is the ultimate training partner to compliment and record your training
routes and give you the 7 motivational messages from each Pillar while you train.
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